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SUMMARY Motion compensation is widely used in many video coding standards. Due to its bandwidth requirement and complexity, motion compensation is one of the most challenging parts in the design of high definition video decoder. In this paper, we propose a high performance and low bandwidth motion compensation design, which supports H.264/AVC, MPEG-1/2 and Chinese AVS standards. We introduce a 2-Dimensional cache that can greatly reduce the external bandwidth requirement. Similarities among the 3 standards are also explored to reduce hardware cost. We also propose a block-pipelining strategy to conceal the long latency of external memory access. Experimental results show that our motion compensation design can reduce the bandwidth by 74% in average and it can real-time decode 1920x1088@30 fps video stream at 80MHz.
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1. Introduction

Motion compensation (MC) is widely used in many video compression standards. In recent standards, such as H.264/AVC [1] and Chinese AVS [2], more complex MC algorithms are introduced to achieve high compression rate. In MC hardware design, 3 major difficulties exist. The first one is the huge bandwidth requirement caused by complex interpolation algorithms. The second problem is the long access latency of external memory, because accessing external memory (SDRAM) needs activating and pre-charging. The third problem is the computation complexity, which exists mainly in interpolation and weighted prediction. To design high performance MC hardware, we must overcome the 3 difficulties.

Many researches have been done about MC architecture design. In [3], C. Lee proposed a H.264 MC architecture, where 2-dimensional circular register files were used to reduce bandwidth. K. Luo designed a high throughput bandwidth optimized AVS MC architecture, which used Vertical Z processing order for reference data re-use to save memory bandwidth [4]. J. Zheng proposed a novel VLSI architecture of MC for multiple standards [5]. Special efforts have also been taken by many researchers to reduce bandwidth, conceal latency and design high performance interpolator in [6]–[9].

Problems with previous MC designs are: (1) potentials of external memory bandwidth reduction are not fully explored; (2) cache schemes are not optimal for hardware implementation; (3) prefetch methods used before for latency concealment suffer from problems when prediction in prefetch fails; (4) similarities among standards are not fully used when multiple standards support is needed.

In this work, we propose a MC design supporting H.264, MPEG-1/2 and AVS standards. Our design has 3 main features: low bandwidth, high performance and high hardware sharing rate among standards. Low bandwidth of our design comes from a 2-Dimensional (2-D) cache. Parameter design of 2-D cache is discussed in this paper. We also propose a block-pipelining strategy to conceal the long latency of external memory access. This strategy, combined with our high throughput Interpolator and Weighted Predictor, can greatly enhance the performance of our MC design. Experimental results show that our motion compensation design can reduce the bandwidth by 74% in average and it can real-time decode 1920x1088@30 fps video stream at 80MHz. We also explore similarities among standards to make our MC design support multiple standards with relatively small area cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the 2-D cache employed in our MC design to reduce bandwidth. Section 3 gives the proposed MC hardware architecture. In Sect. 4, experimental results are presented. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. 2-D Cache for Motion Compensation

2.1 Block Size Unification for 3 Standards

Block size unification is the preparation work for multi-standard support in MC hardware. MPEG-1/2, H.264, AVS all use variable block sizes. The minimum block size in H.264, MPEG-1/2, and AVS are 4 × 4, 16 × 8 and 8 × 8 respectively. We unify block sizes into basic block types for hardware implementation. Since the smallest block size in 3 standards is 4 × 4, we adopt it as one basic block type. To reduce redundant data transferring caused by using 4 × 4 only, we also adopt another larger basic block type 4 × 8. For example, if two vertical adjacent 4 × 4 blocks belong to the same partition in H.264 stream and fractional part of MVY is not 0, transferring reference data of two 4 × 4 blocks row by row needs 9 × 2 = 18 cycles, while transferring one...
2.2 Locality in Motion Compensation

Figure 1 is an example of reference picture blocks (reference block) needed in MC by MB k and MB (k+1) of current picture. In Fig. 1, some regions of the reference picture are shared by several basic blocks. Thus, there is a high probability that the reference block needed by the current basic block will also be used by subsequent basic blocks. This locality in MC is Temporal Locality, as shown in Fig. 1.

Another type of locality is caused by storage of data in external memory. Several pixels are stored together in external memory called Access Unit (AU). In this paper, AU size is 8 bytes, which contains a luma 8x1 block, or a combination of 4x1 Cb block and 4x1 Cr block. An AU is read from external memory even when part of it is required, and there is a high probability that the non-required part of this AU will be required soon by subsequent basic blocks. This locality in MC is called Spatial Locality, as shown in Fig. 1.

Both localities in MC are in 2-D space, different from 1-dimensional situation in computer [10].

2.3 2-D Cache and Parameters Design

We employ a 2-D cache to utilize localities in MC. Mapping from external memory to cache takes place in 2-D space. The mapping mechanism is similar to that of computer cache except that address used for mapping has two dimensions, as shown in Figs. 2(a), (b). Hereafter, cache mentioned in this paper refers to 2-D cache.

To construct a high performance cache, we need study cache parameter design here. We fix cache line to one AU (8 bytes) in the following discussion. Two parameters that we need to determine for cache are:

- Associativity (A) — Direct (separate forward & backward) or 2-way set associative (2 W FIFO);
into account, storage space in cache is divided into four parts: luma-forward, luma-backward, chroma-forward and chroma-backward. Each luma part contains one $32 \times 32$ space, each chroma part contains two $16 \times 16$ spaces (One for Cb and one for Cr).

3. Proposed Motion Compensation Architecture

The block diagram of the proposed MC architecture is shown in Fig. 4. MC architecture consists of a 2-D Cache, a Pel Shifter, an Interpolator and a Weighted Predictor. Dataflow in our MC hardware is as follows. First, 2-D Cache reads reference picture pixels from external memory according to MV and PIC_ID (Picture Slot Index). Then, pixels from 2-D Cache are processed by Shifter, Interpolator and Weighted Predictor sequentially to generate predicted pixel data. Pipeline of our MC architecture is in block level ($4 \times 4$ and $4 \times 8$ basic blocks), which is shown in Fig. 5. Pel Shifter, Interpolator and Weighted Predictor contain one pipeline stage each, while 2-D Cache contains several stages, which will be discussed later. Different pipeline stages can work on different basic blocks at the same time, making hardware run efficiently.

3.1 2-D Cache Module Design

3.1.1 Latency Concealment in 2-D Cache

To solve the latency problem, we propose a block-pipelining strategy. Basic idea of this strategy is to conceal external memory latency with a well-designed pipeline. To explain how to design this pipeline, we first divide the processing of each basic block in cache into four steps.

- **CALC**: Calculate the position and size of reference block;
- **JUDGE**: Judge hit or miss of AUs inside the reference block;
- **ACCESS**: Access external memory for missed AUs, and store them in local storage space;
- **OUT**: Output reference block for interpolation.

Since external memory access suffers from long latency, the ACCESS step will take more cycles than the others. We divide it into several sub-steps: REQUEST, RECEIVE and NOPs. REQUEST launches request to external memory; RECEIVE receives the data read from external memory; NOPs is to wait response of external memory. After the division, a block-level pipeline can be constructed as shown in Fig. 6. Pipeline stages are CALC, JUDGE, REQUEST, NOPs, RECEIVE and OUT. Using this pipeline, subsequent basic blocks can continuously be processed during the memory latency. As a result, the waiting time can be used and multiple reading requests can be sent to external memory. To coordinate with our cache, an advanced schedule strategy is used in Memory Controller to enhance the external memory efficiency, which is part of our previous work [11]. With this Memory Controller, multiple access requests from cache can increase the memory access efficiency. Ideally, if there are proper amount of NOPs in the pipeline and no conflict happens, the pipeline will keep running and latency of external memory can be perfectly concealed.

Conflict happens when an AU of current basic block is missed and loading this AU will flush AU needed by unfinished previous basic block or blocks. To solve the conflict, basic block in JUDGE stage of the pipeline must stall until all previous basic blocks involved in the conflict finish OUT stage of the pipeline.
Compared with the prefetch strategy used in [6], our block-pipelining strategy has the following advantages:

- Unlike previously used prefetch technique for latency concealment, no prediction is introduced in block-pipelining strategy. For prefetch, when prediction fails, many cycles must be spent to read the right data; the wrongly-fetched data will also increase the bandwidth of MC.
- Prefetch fails if two neighboring blocks have different MV or reference picture indices, which often happens at boundaries of partitions. This will make MC hardware wait for correct data, reducing the MC efficiency. However, our block-pipelining strategy does not suffer from this problem.

3.2 Address Mapping

In our proposed cache scheme, mapping process is as follows: (i) External memory address is represented with: X (Horizontal Position), Y (Vertical Position) and PIC_ID; (ii) AU address is divided into tag, index and offset as shown in Fig. 7; (iii) Each AU of external memory is directly mapped into a cache line whose address in cache is combination of index in X and Y. Tag used to judge hit or miss contains part of X, Y and PIC_ID, as shown in Fig. 7. Another valid bit is used in tag to indicate whether cache line contains valid data.

3.2.1 2-D Cache Architecture

The block diagram of the proposed hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 8.

(1) Task Generator

Task Generator implements the CALC stage of the pipeline, location and size of reference picture block is calculated in this unit. Size of reference block is determined by standard mode, MV fractional part and basic block type. Take $4 \times 8$ basic block (luma) as an example, for H.264, its reference block is from $4 \times 8$ to $9 \times 13$; for AVS, its reference block is from $4 \times 8$ to $8 \times 12$. We define a basic block as a task inside cache.

(2) Judge Unit

Judge Unit implements the JUDGE stage of the pipeline. It receives task from Task Generator and check availability of the AUs needed in the task. To increase the speed of judgment, two vertical adjacent AUs are judged together. The tags from tag RAMs are compared with the target tags to judge whether the two AUs hit or not.

(3) Access Queue

Access Queue implements the REQUEST, RECEIVE and part of NOP stages of pipeline. It first assembles vertically successive AUs received from Judge Unit to an AU-Block, and then launches requests to external memory for the AU-Block. Data received from external memory are written to Data RAMs. An AU-Block Queue is maintained in Access Queue to store the AU-Blocks of tasks in NOP stages of the pipeline. Figure 9 shows the structure of the Access Queue.

(4) Output Unit

Output Unit implements the OUT stage and part of NOP stages of the pipeline. A task-level queue is maintained in Output Unit to store tasks in NOP stages. Output Unit will check whether all the AUs needed by a task are ready in data RAMs. If all the AUs are ready, Output Unit reads AUs of current task and outputs them for interpolation. Otherwise, it has to wait for the AUs. To detect whether AUs are ready, we add a Task ID to each of AU-Block in Access Queue. Task ID contains a task number, a luma/chroma flag and a forward/backward flag. When a task is processed by Output Unit, its ID is compared with IDs of all the AU-Blocks in Access Queue. If one AU-Block contains ID of current task, some requests of AUs for current task must be pending in Access Queue. Otherwise, all the AUs are ready for current task.

(5) Tag RAMs & Data RAMs

Tag RAMs contain two-port RAMs to store tag information. Two RAMs are used to support simultaneous judgment of two vertically adjacent AUs. Tag of AU with even Y is stored in the first Tag RAM; tag of AU with odd Y is...
3.3 Pel Shifter Module Design

Pel Shifter is used to shift pixels in AU properly for interpolation. In addition, when the reference block exceeds picture boundaries, it also replicates boundary pixels to pad exceeded region. We employ a Pel Shifter architecture shown in Fig. 10(a). Since reference block is transferred row by row and the largest reference block width is 9, each row spans at most two horizontal adjacent AUs. Thus, the input data width to Pel Shifter is 128 bits (2 AUs). Utilizing the symmetric property of left and right shift, we can use a byte level right shifter, together with byte order reversal before and after shift to perform both left and right shift. Figure 10(b) shows hardware of right shifter. Interpolator needs at most 9 bytes each row, which may be either high 9 bytes or low 9 bytes of the shifting results.

3.4 Interpolator Module Design

MPEG-1/2, AVS and H.264 all employ fractional sample interpolation to enhance inter prediction accuracy. In luma, MPEG-1/2 only uses half samples, while H.264 and AVS use half and quarter samples. For half samples, MPEG-1/2 uses a bilinear filter; H.264 uses a 6-tap filter \((1, -5, 20, 20, -5, 1)\); AVS uses a 4-tap filter \((-1, 5, 5, -1)\). For quarter samples, H.264 uses a bilinear filter; AVS uses 4-tap filter \((1, 7, 7, 1)\). In chroma, MPEG-1/2 uses a bilinear filter to generate half samples the same as in its luma. H.264 and AVS use the same algorithm in Eq. (2), where A, B, C and D are top-left, top-right, bottom-left and bottom-right integer samples. \(dx\) and \(dy\) are fractional parts of MVX and MVY respectively, and both are 3 bits.

\[
S = ((8 - dx)(8 - dy)) \times A + dx(8 - dy) \times B \\
+ (8 - dx)dy \times C + dxdy \times D + 32) \gg 6
\]  

We can find that MPEG-1/2 luma and chroma interpolation can be mapped into Eq. (2) by setting the lower 2 bits of \(dx\) and \(dy\) to 0. Since Eq. (2) is simple to implement and many previous designs are available [7], we will focus on luma interpolator design supporting H.264 and AVS in this paper.

Figure 11 shows the architecture of our proposed H.264 and AVS dual standard luma interpolator. At first, the reference samples needed for interpolation are transferred into Configurable Register Bank (CRB) row by row. CRB delays these samples for 4 or 6 cycles for generating vertical half samples in AVS (4-tap FIR) or H.264 (6-tap FIR), respectively. Then, Half-pel Filter Bank is responsible for generating all the half samples. Sync-Sel Module is used to select and synchronize the half samples needed by quarter-pel filtering. Quarter-pel Filter Bank generates the quarter samples if needed. Finally, the target fractional samples are selected by Output Mux. As the proposed architecture is fully pipelined, the cycle cost equals to the time consumed for reference samples transferring. Take H.264 4x8 basic block as an example, the number of cycles is only 13 in worst case and 8 in best case.

CRB is a 6row\times9column 2-D array of sample registers, as shown in Fig. 12. Each clock cycle, a row of reference samples are shifted into CRB via row F. In H.264 mode, samples are shifted continuously through the 6 rows. In AVS mode, samples shifted out of row E are directly stored into row B, while row C and row D are filled with 0.
Although the filters employed by H.264 and AVS are different, there is correlation between them, which can be used in hardware design. There are five types of filters that we use: cfir, fir6, fir4, qfir and fir2. Cfir and fir6 are reconfigurable and shared by H.264 and AVS to save hardware. Cfir is for horizontal filtering. As illustrated in Fig. 13(a), cfir is composed of an improved adder tree and a MUX for mode selection. In H.264 mode, all inputs of cfir (C1 to C6) are active and H = C1 - 5C5 + 20C3 + 20C4 - 5C3 + C6. Inputs for these filters are from the 9 samples in row B of CRB. In AVS mode, only 4 inputs are active (except for C1 and C6) and H = 5C3 + 5C4 - C2 - C5. This structure uses 7 adders, less than the number of adders used in dedicated realizations for H.264 (6 adders) [13] and AVS (4 adders) [14]. Fir6 is for vertical filtering. As illustrated in Fig. 13(b), fir6 consists of a normal H.264 6-tap filter, a complementer and a MUX for mode selection. Inputs of each fir6 filter are from a corresponding column of CRB. In H.264 mode, V = RA - 5R5 + 20RC + 20RD - 5RE + RF. In AVS mode, inputs C and D are fixed to zero and the complementer is activated, so V = 5R6 + 5RE - RA - RF. This structure uses 6 adders, less than the number of adders used in dedicated realizations. Fir4, qfir and fir2 are dedicated filters. fir4 is a 4-tap filter (−1, 5, 5, −1) for AVS half samples; Qfir is a 4-tap filter (1, 7, 7, 1) for AVS quarter samples; fir2 is bilinear filter for H.264 quarter samples.

3.5 Weighted Predictor Module Design

Weighted predictor is used for weighted prediction (WP). In MPEG-1/2, pixel combination in prime mode and bi-direction mode is equal to WP with weight fixed to 1. To utilize the similarities among 3 standards, we first use a unified formula Eq. (3) to represent their WP algorithms.

$$P = \text{Clip1}((AS(P_0 \ast w_0) + AS(P_1 \ast w_1) + 2^{n-1} \gg \text{n}) + a)$$

In Eq. (3), AS means Scale for AVS standard. For H.264 and MPEG-1/2, AS bypasses its input; for AVS, the function of AS is shown in Eq. (4). A_0 in Eq. (4) represents luma_offset or chroma_offset in AVS.

$$AS(X) = \text{Clip1}((X + 16) \gg 5 + A_0);$$

We propose a WP data path shown in Fig. 14, where multipliers, adders, clips, registers and buffers are shared among 3 standards. For each basic block, w_0, w_1 and o are obtained from a lookup table called Weight Table. In bi-direction prediction mode, forward data come first, which are weighted using w_1 and stored in Bi-Direction Prediction Buffer (BDPB). Then, backward prediction data come, which are weighted using w_1 and added with previously stored forward weighted results. Finally, after post-processing (rounding, offsetting and clipping), we get the final WP results. In single direction prediction mode, weighted data go directly to post processing without entering BDPB. Since our data path is fully pipelined, the cycle cost equals to the time consumed for data transferring.

4. Experimental Result and Analysis

We design our proposed MC architecture using Verilog-HDL. In experimental environment construction, we use 32-bit DDR RAM and SDRAM Controller described in [11] as external memory. H.264 test streams are listed in Table 1; MPEG-1/2 and AVS test streams are encoded with similar parameters and same YUV files as in Table 1. The whole decoder implementation which can decode 1920x1088@30 fps stream at a higher frequency (100 MHz) has also been published as our previous work [15].

To evaluate bandwidth reduction ratio (R_c), we test R_c of hardware using streams in Table 1. The average R_c of our 2-D cache is 74%, better than split-index cache and circular cache in [6]. Moreover, since the cache mapping scheme we used is less complex than [6], it will lead to lower hardware implementation complexity.

Experimental results show that our MC architecture can real-time decode 1920x1088@30 fps video streams at 80 MHz. This is much better than previous works [3]–[5], as shown in Table 2. Performance advantage of our MC design comes first from high throughput of our interpolator and weighted predictor. It also comes from successful concealment of latency using our block-pipelining strategy. In our experimental environment, average latency of external memory is 12 cycles. Our 2-D cache can offer data to interpolator with almost no stall.

Bandwidth reduction ratio of our MC design is 74% in average, which is better than 60%, 30% and 38% in previous design [3]–[5]. This is due to the 2-D cache and the advantageous parameters for cache that we select after study of
parameter design.

We synthesize our MC design by Design Compiler v2007 using TSMC 0.13 technology with 5ns clock constraint. Without Weighted Predictor, gate count of our design is 41.4k; with Weighted Predictor, it is 51.7k. Compared with previous H.264 MC design [3], our MC architecture can support 3 standards with only 6.7% increase in gate count. Because we fully utilizes similarities among standards, our MC design also shows advantage in gate count compared with previous multi-standard MC design [5].

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a high performance and low bandwidth MC design, which supports H.264/AVC, MPEG-1/2 and AVS standards. By study, we find the suitable 2-D cache parameters for hardware implementation. Using these parameters, we design a high performance 2-D cache. We also propose a block-pipelining strategy for latency concealment. These efforts, together with our high-throughput Interpolator and Weighted Predictor design, make our MC design capable of real-time decoding of 1920x1088@30 fps video streams at 80 MHz. In addition, aggressive hardware sharing in our MC design among 3 standards greatly saves the hardware cost compared with separate implementations.
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Table 2 Comparison of experimental results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>H.264</td>
<td>AVS</td>
<td>H.264,MPEG-1/2,AVS</td>
<td>H.264,MPEG-1/2,AVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920x1088 30 fps @ 115 MHz</td>
<td>1920x1088 30 fps @ 108 MHz</td>
<td>1920x1088 30 fps (or 60field/s)@148.5 MHz</td>
<td>1920x1088 30 fps@80 MHz</td>
<td>1920x1088 60 fps@160 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth Reduction</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Technology</td>
<td>0.18 µm CMOS</td>
<td>0.18 µm CMOS</td>
<td>0.18 µm CMOS</td>
<td>TSMC 0.13 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate Count</td>
<td>9k</td>
<td>6k</td>
<td>11.0k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shifter</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.9k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpolator</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>31k</td>
<td>25k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Predictor</td>
<td>Not support</td>
<td>Not support</td>
<td>Not support</td>
<td>10.3k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38.8k</td>
<td>44.3k</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>41.4k (Without WP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Chip Memory</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4 kbytes</td>
<td>4 kbytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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